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Living in Indigenous Sovereignty
Elizabeth Carlson-Manathara, with Gladys Rowe
Foreword by Aimée Craft, Leona Star and Dawnis Kennedy
This book offers inspiration and guidance for non-Indigenous peoples who
wish to live honourably in relationship with Indigenous Peoples, laws and
lands. A much-needed book in our time.

Paperback | 9781773632384 | $29.00
Digital formats | $28.99
264pp | 6 x 9
Rights: World | April 2021

“A powerful decolonial reflection and call to action for settler peoples to learn how to work in
solidarity with Indigenous Peoples. ”
— Paulette Regan, author of Unsettling the Settler Within
“This is the most comprehensive book on anti-colonial practice focused on non-Indigenous peoples.”
— Michael Anthony Hart, author of Seeking Mino-Pimatisiwin and Wicihitowin

CONTENTS
Foreword By Aimée Craft, Leona Star and Dawnis Kennedy •
Acknowledgements • Contributors • Introductions • Settler
Colonialism and Resistance • Introducing the Narratives
• Monique Woroniak • Murray Angus • Steve Heinrichs •
Franklin Jones • Orienting Toward Indigenous Sovereignty
• Joy Eidse • Adam Barker • Susanne McCrea • Kathi Avery
Kinew • Rick Wallace • What Indigenous Peoples Have Asked
of Us • John Doe • Silvia Straka • Dave Bleakney • Victoria
Freeman • Honourings • Conclusions • Afterword • References
• Index

In the last decade, the relationship between settler Canadians and Indigenous Peoples has
been highlighted by the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, the National Inquiry into
Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls, the Idle No More movement, the
Wet’suwet’en struggle against pipeline development and other Indigenous-led struggles for
Indigenous sovereignty and decolonization. Increasing numbers of Canadians are beginning
to recognize how settler colonialism continues to shape relationships on these lands. With this
recognition comes the question many settler Canadians are now asking, what can I do?
Living in Indigenous Sovereignty lifts up the wisdom of Indigenous scholars, activists and knowledge
keepers who speak pointedly to what they are asking of non-Indigenous people. It also shares the
experiences of thirteen white settler Canadians who are deeply engaged in solidarity work with
Indigenous Peoples. Together, these stories offer inspiration and guidance for settler Canadians
who wish to live honourably in relationship with Indigenous Peoples, laws and lands. If Canadians
truly want to achieve this goal, Carlson and Rowe argue, they will pursue a reorientation of their
lives toward “living in Indigenous sovereignty” — living in an awareness that these are Indigenous
lands, containing relationships, laws, protocols, stories, obligations and opportunities that have
been understood and practised by Indigenous peoples since time immemorial.
Collectively, these stories will help settler Canadians understand what transformations we
must undertake if we are to fundamentally shift our current relations and find a new way
forward, together.
Elizabeth Carlson-Manathara is a settler scholar and an assistant professor in the School of
Social Work at Laurentian University. Gladys Rowe is a Swampy Cree scholar and a member
of Fox Lake Cree Nation in Northern Manitoba.
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Border and Rule
Global Migration, Capitalism and the Rise of Racist Nationalism
Harsha Walia
Foreword by Robin D.G. Kelley; Afterword by Nick Estes
An urgent, global account of the migration crisis and the function
of borders across political, social, cultural and economic systems.

Paperback | 9781773634524 | $27.00
Digital formats | $26.99
328pp | 6 x 9
Rights: Canada only | February 2021

“Read Harsha Walia and your understanding of the world will shift. This book is a comprehensive
demolition of the borders that divide us and a deft takedown of the myth of the nation.”
— Astra Taylor
“Border and Rule is a must-read, sure to become a classic, for those of us concerned with building a
world premised on freedom of movement, against and beyond the logics of the nation-state.”
— Robyn Maynard

CONTENTS
Foreword by Robin D.G. Kelley • Introduction • Part 1.
Displacement Crisis, Not Border Crisis — Historic
Entanglements of US Border Formation • US Wars Abroad,
Wars at Home • Dispossession, Deprivation, Displacement:
Reframing the Global Migration Crisis • Part 2. “Illegals”
and “Undesirables”: The Criminalization of Migration —
Bordering Regimes • Australia and the Pacific Solution
• Fortress Europe • Part 3. Capitalist Globalization and
Insourcing of Migrant Labor — Temporary Labor Migration
and the New Braceros • The Kafala System in the Gulf States
• Permanently Temporary: Managed Migration in Canada
• Part 4. Making Race, Mobilizing Racist Nationalisms —
Mapping the Global Far Right and the Crisis of Statelessness •
Refusing Reactionary Nationalisms • Conclusion • Afterword
by Nick Estes • Notes • Index

“This is a book of unsparing truth and dazzling ambition.”
— Naomi Klein
An urgent, global account of the migration crisis and the function of borders across political,
social, cultural and economic systems. Harsha Walia disrupts easy explanations for the
migrant and refugee crises, instead showing them to be the inevitable outcomes of conquest,
capitalist globalization and climate change generating mass dispossession worldwide.
Border and Rule explores a number of seemingly disparate global geographies with shared
logics of border rule that displace, immobilize, criminalize, exploit and expel migrants and
refugees. With her keen ability to connect the dots, Walia demonstrates how borders divide
the international working class and consolidate imperial, capitalist, ruling class and racist
nationalist rule.
Harsha Walia is active in migrant justice, anticapitalist, feminist, abolitionist and antiimperialist movements and is the award-winning author of Undoing Border Imperialism.
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Jude and Diana
a novel by Sharon Robart-Johnson
A story of two enslaved sisters. A story of brutality. A story of joy. Sharon
Robart-Johnson blends archival research with fiction to compel us: Black
lives matter enough to remember.
“This is a story of Jude whose strong will and unyielding spirit resisted the cruel bonds of slavery in
Nova Scotia where she hoped to find freedom and, instead, found her place in history.”
Paperback | 9781773634418 | $22.00
Digital formats | $21.99
300pp | 5.5 x 8.5
Rights: World | March 2021

— Rosemarie Nervelle, author of Swamp Robin
The only mention of sisters Jude and Diana in Nova Scotia’s official history relates to their
deaths: a slave-owning family was brought to trial for murder in 1801. They were acquitted.
Sharon Robart-Johnson honours these archival glimpses of enslaved people by re-creating
the fullness of Jude’s and Diana’s lives. Through Robart-Johnson’s meticulous research, we
experience eighteenth-century Yarmouth and Shelburne, where political debates about
abolishing slavery were only just beginning to emerge. Through Robart-Johnson’s creativity,
we encounter Jude, a rebellious, endearing young woman whose fierce love of family connects
us to her sweet, intelligent sister, Diana. Their stories may be hard to read for some, but despite
the cruelty they endured, their humour, strength and dignity shine brightly. Especially at
this moment, Robart-Johnson’s project to reveal the brutality experienced by enslaved Black
people in Canada is crucial. More than two hundred years later, this story rings uncannily
true; in 2020, murderers of Black people are still brought to court and acquitted. May Jude’s
and Diana’s lives contribute to the coming transformation.
This book contains scenes of racialized physical, sexual and emotional violence.
Sharon Robart-Johnson was born in the South End of Yarmouth; she is a thirteenthgeneration Nova Scotian. Her roots reach back to the Expulsion of the Acadians in 1755, to
the arrival of the Black Loyalists in Shelburne in 1783, and to an enslaved person brought to
Digby County in 1798. In 2009 she published her first book, Africa’s Children: A History of
Blacks in Yarmouth. Her years of archival experience and passion for researching Black history
have most recently culminated in historical fiction, a way to honour those omitted from
colonial archives.
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A Love Letter to Africville
Amanda Carvery-Taylor
Foreword by Claudine Bonner
Paperback only | 9781773634364 | $24.00
96pp | 10 x 10
Rights: World | February 2021

This book is a warm hug from Africville!
“Through personal stories and beautiful photos, Amanda Carvery-Taylor brings us a refreshing new
positive image of the loving and sharing community that was Africville.”
— Lynn Jones, compiler of the The Lynn Jones African-Canadian and Diaspora Heritage
Collection in the Saint Mary’s University Archives.
A Love Letter to Africville is a dazzling compilation of personal stories and photos from
former residents of Africville. Much has been written about the struggles of the Africville
community, who have been hurt, discriminated against and dispossessed for so long — but
Africville is so much more than just the pain. This book recasts the historical narrative to help
former residents heal by emphasizing the beautiful and positive aspects of Africville. Amanda
Carvery-Taylor organizes captivating stories and stunning photography that express the love
and importance of Africville. This book is a warm hug from one of Canada’s most important
storied communities.
Amanda Carvery-Taylor was born and raised in Halifax, Nova Scotia. Her father grew up
in Africville, and she grew up understanding the importance of what was lost. The fight to
retain Africville’s history has guided and shaped her desire to document and celebrate the
community.
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Twilight Capitalism
Karl Marx and the Decay of the Profit System
Murray E.G. Smith, Jonah Butovsky & Joshua Watterton
The Covid-19 crisis has brought our society to a precipice, and Marx’s laws
of value and profitability are indispensable to interpreting the advanced
state of decay of world capitalism. What should we do next?

Paperback | 9781773634197 | $35.00
Digital formats | $34.99
272pp | 6 x 9
Rights: World | April 2021

“Over the next few years, we will be treated to many studies addressing the impact of the covid-19
pandemic on global capitalism. It is a great relief that one of the first books to emerge links the
present capitalist crisis to the underlying crisis-ridden tendencies of global capitalist economy —
providing invaluable empirical and theoretical context along the way and emphatically reminding
us that the problem is nothing other than capitalism itself. The incandescence of this work must
illuminate discussions for years to come.”
— Thom Workman, author of If You’re in My Way, I’m Walking

CONTENTS
Pandemic, Slump and Uprising in the Twilight of Capitalism
• Twilight Capitalism: The Economic Dimension • Marx’s
Theories of Value, Capital and Crisis • Valorization Crisis and
the Path to Global Depression • Marx’s Law of Profitability •
Marxist versus Radical Heterodox Economics: In Defense of
the Labour Theory of Value • Twilight Capitalism or Socialist
Revolution • Imagining Socialism • Index

Twenty-first-century capitalism has little more to offer than a menu of despair: pandemics,
deepening inequality, worsening depression, runaway climate change, intensifying
authoritarianism and escalating militarism. Twilight Capitalism offers a wide-ranging analysis
of the origins, implications and scope of the “combined” social crisis of 2020 and beyond. A
compelling case is made that Karl Marx’s critical analysis of capitalism, along with his program
of class-struggle socialism, is essential to understanding and addressing the most important
social, economic and ecological problems of our time.
Murray E.G. Smith is a professor of sociology at Brock University. Jonah Butovsky is an
associate professor of sociology at Brock University. Josh Watterton is pursuing a PhD in
geography at York University.
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COVID-19 and the Future of Capitalism
Postcapitalist Horizons Beyond Neoliberalism
Efe Can Gürcan, Ömer Ersin Kahraman & Selen Yanmaz
COVID-19 revealed the crisis of neoliberal globalization, and this book
posits a revolutionary program that takes advantage of the pandemic
environment to defeat and transcend capitalism.

Paperback only | 9781773632575 | $20.00
140pp | 5.5 x 8.5
Rights: Canada & US only | June 2021
Critical Development Studies Series

CONTENTS
COVID-19 in Historical Perspective • The Rise of Digital
Capitalism: Challenges before and after COVID-19 • Revisiting
the Precariat in a Post-COVID-19 Context • Surveillance
Capitalism and Social Protest under Right-Wing Populism •
Disaster Capitalism and Imperialist Aggression: The Case of
US Sinophobia • Neoliberalism and Beyond: Is a Reformed
Capitalism Possible? • Postcapitalist Horizons for the PostCOVID-19 World • Conclusion • Index

“This is an exceptionally important, well-conceived, very relevant and timely project: a Marxist
analysis of the dynamics of global capitalism in conditions of COVID-19.”
— Henry Veltmeyer, professor emeritus, Saint Mary’s University,
and professor at the Autonomous University of Zacatecas, Mexico
COVID-19 may be an historical turning point for global capitalism. It has revealed the
crisis of neoliberal globalization; however, this does not automatically lead to the ultimate
defeat of capitalism or its neoliberal incarnation. The authors in this collection posit that a
new framework cannot be built on the values and beliefs of current-day consumer capitalist
society; resistance in the pandemic age should be based on the values and beliefs that could be
the foundation of a new, postcapitalist society. This book formulates a tentative revolutionary
program that could take advantage of the COVID-19 environment to defeat and transcend
capitalism.
Efe Can Gürcan is the associate dean of the Faculty of Economics, Administrative and Social
Sciences at Istinye University in Istanbul, Turkey. Ömer Ersin Kahraman is an assistant
professor of Sociology at Istinye University in Istanbul, Turkey. Selen Yanmaz is the associate
dean of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences and Chair of the Department of Sociology at Istinye
University in Istanbul, Turkey.
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Academic Well-Being of Racialized Students
Benita Bunjun, ed.
Through the multiple genres of essay, art, poetry and photography, this
book intelligently examines the experiences of racialized students in the
Canadian academy, emphasizing the crucial kinship relations they forge.

Paperback | 9781773634371| $25.00
Digital formats | $24.99
250pp | 6 x 9
Rights: World | April 2021

“This edited collection documents and makes visible what racialized students are experiencing in
Canadian universities, including dealing with in-class micro-aggressions, yearning to be taught by
full-time faculty members representing their own diverse backgrounds, witnessing the appropriation
of ideas of non-white scholars by white scholars in academia and unpacking how white-settler
mentality is shaping their lives within Canadian post-secondary institutions. Initiatives, spaces
and programs through which racialized students organize, support and mentor each other are also
well highlighted, both as a way to show how empowerment and resiliency exist in the white-settler
institution that is Western academia and, implicitly, as best practices that Canadian institutions can
adopt toward decolonization and equity, if they realize and adapt.”

CONTENTS
A Note from Marginalized Students to Most Faculty Beverlee
MacLellan • Centring the Academic Well-Being of Racialized
Students Benita Bunjun • Intersections and Contradictions
Timi (Omotimilehin) Idris • “It’s in the Past, Get Over It!” Is It in
the Past? Vanessa Mitchell • Nobodies to Everybody: Pervasive
Appropriation and Marginalized Students Fallen Matthews
• Where Are the Black Female Faculty? Employment Equity
Policy Failures and the Overrepresentation of Whiteness
Isalean Phillip • Decolonizing Intentions Tammy Williams
(Apukji’i E’pit) • My Long Search for Safe Spaces for Black
Learners Wayne Desmond • Spoken Word Saved My Life –
Poetry as a Form of Resistance Zain Meghji • Taking a Stand:
Privileging Indigenous Knowledge Dorothy Christian (Cucwla7) • Envisioning an Intersectional Resilience Mentorship
Program for Indigenous and International Students Tammy
Williams (Apukji’i E’pit) • Brown Folks Jotika Chaudhary
Samant • Towards Healing: Lessons in Surviving Academia
from a Queer Brown Femme Jotika Chaudhary Samant •
Settler-Migrant Relationships: A Brown Woman’s Journey
Nathalie Lozano-Neira • The Embodied Transformation of
a Racialized International Student on Coast Salish and
Mi’kmaw Territories Ahrthyh Arumugam • A Way of Being:
The Making of Transnational Kinship Relations in Institutions
of Higher Learning Benita Bunjun and Yvonne Brown •
Unbecoming: De-colonizing the Settler Gaze Diane Obed •
Contributors • Index

— Jean Michel Montsion, York University
“These writings have found a unique space for self-representation and knowledge production in
pursuit of repressed and subjugated truths that combine our embodied memories of our origins in the
racialized class, caste, sexual, gendered and ethnic stratifications that we carry with us from locations
of former colonies or dominions within overseas and territorial empires.”
— Yvonne Brown, Saint Mary’s University
Canadian universities have an ongoing history of colonialism and racism in this white-settler
society. Racialized students (Indigenous, Black and students of colour), who would once have
been forbidden from and who continue to feel out of place within academic spaces and who still
feel out of place, must navigate these repressive structures in their educational journeys. Through
essays, art, poetry and photography, this book examines the experiences of racialized students in
the Canadian academy, while exposing academia’s lack of capacity to promote racialized students’
academic well-being. The book emphasizes the crucial connections that racialized students forge,
which transform an otherwise hostile environment into a space of intellectual collaboration,
community building and transnational kinship relations. Meticulously curated by Dr. Benita
Bunjun, this book is a living example of mentorship, reciprocity and resilience.
Benita Bunjun is an associate professor at Saint Mary’s University in the Department of Social
Justice and Community Studies, where she coordinates the Racialized Students Academic
Network. Her research examines organizational and institutional power relations with a focus
on colonial encounters within academic spaces.
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Stampede
Misogyny, White Supremacy, and Settler Colonialism
Kimberly A. Williams
This book offers the first-ever intersectional feminist analysis of the
gendered and racialized dynamics of the contemporary Calgary Stampede.

Paperback | 9781773632056 | $28.00
Digital formats | $27.99
232pp | 6 x 9
Rights: World | May 2021

CONTENTS

Kimberly A. Williams wants the annual Calgary Stampede to change its ways. An intrepid
feminist scholar with a wry sense of humour, Williams deftly weaves theory, history, pop
culture and politics to challenge readers to make sense of how gender and race matter at
Canada’s oldest and largest western heritage festival. Stampede examines the settler colonial
roots of the Calgary Stampede and uses its centennial celebration in 2012 to explore how the
event continues to influence life on the streets and in the bars and boardrooms of Canada’s
fourth-largest city. Using a variety of cultural materials — photography, print advertisements,
news coverage, poetry, and social media — Williams asks who gets to be part of the “we” in
the Stampede’s slogan “We’re Greatest Together,” and who doesn’t.
Kimberly A. Williams directs the Women’s and Gender Studies Program at Mount Royal
University in Calgary, in Treaty 7 territory. She is the author of Imagining Russia.

Introduction: What the F*ck? • Petro-Cowboys and the
Stampede’s Frontier Myth • Who’s Greatest Together? •
Colonial Redux: The Calgary Stampede’s “Imaginary Indians”
• Sexcapades and Stampede Queens • Conclusion: Now,
What? • Index
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Oppression
A Social Determinant of Health, 2nd edition
Elizabeth McGibbon, ed.
This book provides clear and solution-focused evidence about how public
policy–created oppression gets “under the skin” to threaten health, increase
health inequities and cause early death.

Paperback | 9781773632285 | $40.00
Digital formats | $39.99
264pp | 6 x 9
Rights: World | April 2021
(Short Discount Only)

CONTENTS
Politicizing Health: Overview of How Oppression Is a Social
Determinant of Health — Introduction to Oppression: A Social
Determinant of Health Elizabeth A. McGibbon • People and Planet
Under Threat: Health Impacts of Oppression Elizabeth A. McGibbon
• Raising the Volume on the Social Determinants of Health in
Canada and Elsewhere Dennis Raphael Oppression in the Everyday:
How Oppression Operates to Promote and Sustain Health Inequities —
The Racialization of Oppression Josephine B. Etowa & Elizabeth A.
McGibbon • Oppression and the Health of Indigenous Peoples Marie
Battiste & James [Sa’ke’j] Youngblood Henderson • Social Exclusion
as a Determinant of Health Grace-Edward Galabuzi • Oppression
and Im/migrant Health in Canada Denise Spitzer • The Politics of
Mental Health: Pathologizing the Impacts of Injustice Elizabeth A.
McGibbon — Imperatives for Structural Change: Belling the Cat —
Oppression: Redistributive Politics and Public Policy Toba Bryant •
Obsessed by Profits: Big Pharma and the Corruption of Health Joel
Lexchin • Aboriginal Peoples’ Constitutional Right to Health Sa’kej
Youngblood Henderson • Oppression and the Political Economy
of Health Inequities Elizabeth McGibbon & Lars K. Hallstrom •
Human Rights and Health Elizabeth McGibbon & Maureen Shebib
• COVID-19: Oppressions Laid Bare Scott Aquanno, Toba Bryant,
Josephine B. Etowa, Joel Lexchin, Elizabeth McGibbon, Dennis
Raphael, Denise Spitzer & Sarah Torres • References • Index

About the 1st edition:
“The author has produced an excellent work that offers an accurate depiction of power relations as
they relate to health from a paradigm consistent with many in the field of the social determinants of
health, especially health promoters. It would be beneficial if more health professionals, students and
members of the public alike became aware of the critical thinking present in this book.”
— Lexy Smith-Doughty, College Quarterly
In this current environment, it is urgent to understand how oppression and health are closely
connected. Oppression: A Social Determinant of Health offers a thorough and accessible
overview of the root or structural causes of ill health, such as capitalism, globalization,
colonialism, medicalization and neoliberalism. The contributors to this volume insist
that the key to tackling these structural forces is understanding and changing oppressive
practices that cause ill health, thus reframing growing health inequities within the scope of
moral responsibility and social change. This thoroughly updated second edition contains
contributions from internationally recognized experts in the field of critical social science
analyses in health systems and health sciences studies. New chapters provide timely
discussions about oppression, Treaty Rights, Big Pharma, the Anthropocene and the
COVID-19 pandemic. This book provides a comprehensive overview of core ideas for
investigating how oppression “gets under the skin” to perpetuate health inequities.
Elizabeth McGibbon is a professor in the Faculty of Science at St. Francis Xavier University.
Her publications describe how public policy created oppression deepens disadvantage and
heightens privilege to create and sustain intergenerational health damage. An invited author
in eight multiple edition books about critical applications in health, she authored (with
Josephine Etowa) the first Canadian book to tackle health care racism: Anti-Racist Health Care
Practice.
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Africentric Social Work
Delores V. Mullings, Jennifer Clarke, Wanda Thomas Bernard,
David Este & Sulaimon Giwa, eds.
The first of its kind in Canada, this book provides an invaluable resource
for students and practitioners alike by presenting a dynamic approach to
African-centred service provision that is ethical and culturally relevant.

Paperback | 9781773631523 | $45.00
Digital formats | $44.99
272pp | 6 x 9
Rights: World | May 2021
(Short Discount Only)

CONTENTS
A Foundation for the Social Work Profession Delores V.
Mullings, Wanda Thomas Bernard, Jennifer Clarke, David
Este and Sulaimon Giwa • In Our Own Words: This Is the
Beginning Jennifer Clarke, Delores V. Mullings, Wanda Thomas
Bernard, Sulaimon Giwa and David Este • Social Work Pioneers
Christopher Walmsley, Wanda Thomas Bernard and David
Este • Decolonized Social Work Research Lori Chambers •
The Colour of Child Welfare: Over-Representation of Black
Children in Ontario Child Welfare Jennifer Clarke, Gordon Pon
and Dorreth Phillips • The Cultural Production of Problem
Baby Mamas Anita Marie Ewan and Sulaimon Giwa • Black
Elders Delores V. Mullings and Anda Adam • Lesbian, Gay,
Bi-sexual, Transgender and Queer Access to Mental Health
Services Wesley Crichlow, Ellen Faulkner and Kirk Leach •
Out of the Shadows: Race and (Dis)Ability among African
Nova Scotians Rajean N. Willis, Kimberly M. Berry and
Wanda Thomas Bernard • Practice Modalities in Health Care
with African Canadians Notisha Massaquoi and Delores V.
Mullings • Black Women’s Resilience: Therapy and Support
for Immigrants and Refugees Joelleann Forbes, Deone Curling
and Simone Brown • Black Lves under Lockdown: COVID-19
and Racial Injustice Converge Jennifer Clarke, Delores V.
Mullings and Sulaimon Giwa • In Conversation: This Is Not
the End Delores V. Mullings, Jennifer Clarke, Wanda Thomas
Bernard, David Este, Sulaimon Giwa, Heather Kere Quellen,
Ann Marie Hay and Amma Gyamfowa • Index

This edited collection focuses on Africentric social work practice, providing invaluable
assistance to undergraduate students in developing foundational skills and knowledge to
further their understanding of how to initiate and maintain best practices with African
Canadians. In social work education and field practice, students will benefit from the depth
and breadth of this book’s discussions of social, health and educational concerns related to
Black people across Canada. The book’s contributors present a broad spectrum of personal
and professional experiences as African Canadian social work practitioners, students and
educators. They address issues that African Canadians confront daily, which social work
educators and potential practitioners need to understand to provide racially and culturally
relevant services. The book presents students with an invaluable opportunity to develop their
practical skills through case studies and critical thinking exercises, with recommendations for
how to ethically and culturally engage in African-centred service provision.
Delores V. Mullings is an associate professor and interim associate dean of undergraduate
programs at the School of Social Work, Memorial University of Newfoundland. Jennifer
Clarke is a social work educator, researcher and practitioner. Wanda Thomas Bernard is a
Canadian senator. She was formerly a social worker and educator from East Preston, Nova
Scotia. David Este is a professor in the Faculty of Social Work at the University of Calgary.
Sulaimon Giwa is a an assistant professor in the School of Social Work, Memorial University
of Newfoundland and the Endowed Chair in Criminology and Criminal Justice at St. Thomas
University.
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Text Messages

Black Matters

Or How I Found Myself
Time Travelling

Afua Cooper
& Wilfried Raussert

Yassin “Narcy” Alsalman
Paperback | 9781773632964 | $27.00
Digital formats | $26.99
Audio | $26.99
200pp | Rights: Canada only | 2020

“Passion, pain, anger, hope and swagger.
Yassin is a man from the future.”
— Hasan Minhaj
“Yassin ‘Narcy’ Alsalman is transcendental, he is pop,he is the Muslim, he is
the poet. This book is exciting in its futurity.It is punchy in its enthusiasm.”
— Fariha Róisín, author of How to Cure a Ghost
Composed entirely on a smartphone during air travel and married to
artwork from comrades, Narcy’s writing speaks of the existential crises
experienced by diasporic children before and during imperialism in
the age of the Internet. Narcy’s verses span the space between hip-hop
and manifesto, portraying a crumbling, end-stage capitalist mental
breakdown and the potential of promise in a post-pandemic planet.

Land-Water-Sky
/ Ndè–Tı–Yat’a
A Novel by Katłıà

Paperback | 9781773632957 | $20.00
Digital formats | $19.99
80pp | Rights: World | 2020

“This artful text is the emphatic
means by which Afua Cooper and
Wilfried Raussert arrive at this
historical moment. Crafted on an
anvil of brilliant collaboration in the wild and overlapping histories of
the modern world, the marks of Black life are revealed everywhere. This
far-seeing work is a beautiful visual object that imagines us beyond the
narrow spaces of coloniality. Black Matters intervenes at every turn.”
— Canisia Lubrin, author of The Dyzgraphxst and Voodoo Hypothesis
Afua Cooper and Wilfried Raussert collaborate in this book of
poems and photographs focused on everyday Black experiences.
Cooper translates Raussert’s photos into poetry, painting a
profound image of how history continues and is transformed,
embodied in contemporary characters. The dialogue celebrates
Black visibility — its power, beauty and resilience. This visual and
textual conversation honours the multiple layers of Blackness in
the African Diaspora around North America and Europe.

ALSO OF INTEREST...

Paperback | 9781773632377 | $21.00
Digital formats | $20.99
186pp | Rights: World | 2020

Northern Wildflower

“Katlıa has created a masterpiece that
brilliantly weaves intriguing characters,
history, culture, love for the land, water and
sky into a riveting and magnificent read.”

Paperback | 9781773630403 | $20.00
Digital formats | $19.99
158pp | Rights: World | 2018

A Memoir by Catherine Lafferty
Foreword by Leanne Betasamosake Simpson

— Monique Gray Smith,
author of Tilly and the Crazy Eights
Set in Canada’s far North, this layered composite novel traverses space
and time, from a community being stalked by a dark presence, to a
group of teenagers out for a dangerous joyride, to an archeological site
on a mysterious island that holds a powerful secret.
Riveting, subtle and unforgettable, Land-Water-Sky / Ndè-Tı-Yat’a
gives us a unique perspective on what the world might look like today
if Indigenous legends walked amongst us, disguised as humans, and
ensures that the spiritual significance and teachings behind the stories
of Indigenous legends are respected and honoured.
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R Is for Reparations
Young Activists Speaking Their Truth
Global Afrikan Congress
— Nova Scotia Chapter
Paperback | 9781773632124 | $13.00
40pp | Rights: World | 2019

Visit fernwoodpublishing.ca for our complete backlist

Warrior Life
Indigenous Resistance
and Resurgence
Pamela Palmater
Foreword by Niigaan Sinclair
Paperback | 9781773632902 | $22.00
Digital formats | $21.99
Audio | $21.99
288pp | Rights: World | 2020

“In this moment of multiple existential
crises, the Indigenous struggle to regain
authority over land provides an opportunity to see our place in the world
differently. To me, that is what Palmater’s fiery rhetoric is calling for, a
chance to see the world through the lenses of different values.”
— David Suzuki
“Every page of this book crackles with revolutionary purpose. Pam
Palmater expertly takes apart the scaffolding that has brought us to
the brink of catastrophe and shows us htat we can’t protect the world
without decolonizing it.” 			
— Naomi Klein

Canada in the World
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To Be A
Water Protector
The Rise of the Wiindigoo Slayers
Winona LaDuke
Paperback | 9781773632674 | $25.00
Digital formats | $24.99
320pp | Rights: World | 2020

“Since time immemorial, Indigenous
Peoples have protected the
earth’s precious water systems in
recognition of our dependence on
these living ecosystems. Water Protectors are earth warriors who put
their bodies on the line in the face of powerful, violent and destructive
extractive industries supported by Wiindigoo governors. Winona LaDuke
is one of those Water Protectors who has made a compelling call to all
peoples to rise up and protect the water and in so doing protect life itself
on this planet.”
— Pamela Palmater, author of Warrior Life
In her unique way of storytelling, Winona LaDuke is inspiring,
always a teacher and an utterly fearless activist, writer and speaker.

ALSO OF INTEREST...

Settler Capitalism and
the Colonial Imagination

Indigenous Nationhood

Tyler A. Shipley

Empowering Grassroots Citizens

Paperback | 9781773631141 | $45.00
Digital formats | $44.99
552pp | Rights: World | 2020

“Shipley meticulously traces the racial
capitalist line that runs through
Canadian history, insisting that we
understand that Canada moves in the
world as a state that is dedicated first
and foremost to the interests of white capital. ”
— Sherene H. Razack, author of Dying from Improvement
“Shipley’s outstanding scholarship is matched by the accessibility of his
writing; this book will reach across audiences of all varieties, as it deserves.
It is a book that made me very excited. It will be a text for all my classes for
the foreseeable future.”

Pamela Palmater; Foreword by
Niigaanwewidam James Sinclair
Paperback | 9781552667958 | $19.95
Digital formats | $19.99
266pp | Rights: World | 2015

The Winona LaDuke Chronicles
Stories from the Front Lines
in the Battle for Environmental Justice
Winona LaDuke
Paperback | 9781552669594 | $25.00
Digital formats | $24.99
310pp | Rights: Canada & US only | 2017
co-published with Spotted Horse Press

— Veldon Coburn, University of Ottawa
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Indigenous Women’s
Theatre in Canada

Take Back the Fight
Organizing Feminism
for the Digital Age

A Mechanism of Decolonization

Nora Loreto

Sarah MacKenzie

Paperback | 9781773632414 | $25.00
Digital formats | $24.99
256pp | Rights: World | 2020

Paperback | 9781773631875 | $27.00
Digital formats | $26.99
192pp | Rights: World | 2020

“Charting a tumultuous history of
mainstream feminism, Loreto’s Take
Back the Fight is a clarion call for a
large-scale, intersectional and radical
feminist movement in Canada.”
— Harsha Walia, author of Undoing Border Imperialism
Two decades of neoliberalism have destroyed a structured, panregional feminist movement in Canada. In Take Back the Fight, Nora
Loreto examines the state of modern feminism in Canada and argues
that feminists must organize to take back feminism from politicians,
business leaders and journalists who distort and obscure its power.
Loreto urges today’s activists to overcome the challenges that sank
the movement decades ago, to stop centring whiteness and to find
ways to rebuild the communities that have been obliterated by
neoliberal economic policies.

Closely analyzing dramatic texts by
Monique Mojica, Marie Clements
and Yvette Nolan, MacKenzie
explores representations of
gendered colonialist violence in order to determine the varying
ways in which these representations are employed subversively and
informatively by Indigenous women. These plays provide an avenue
for individual and cultural healing by deconstructing some of the
harmful ideological work performed by colonial misrepresentations
of Indigeneity and by demonstrating the strength and persistence of
Indigenous women, offering a space in which decolonial futurisms
can be envisioned.

Hiding in Plain Sight

How We Go Home

Immigrant Women
and Domestic Violence

Voices from Indigenous
North America

Wendy Chan

Sara Sinclair, ed.

Paperback | 9781773631882 | $20.00
Digital formats | $19.99
136pp | Rights: World | 2020

Paperback | 9781773633381| $26.00
Digital formats | $25.99
344pp | Rights: Canada only | 2020
Teaching guide available

Immigrant women are not only
at greater risk of experiencing
domestic violence but they also
under-utilize mainstream services
because their needs are not
adequately met there. Many immigrant women stay in abusive
relationships, essentially hiding in plain sight, due to the inadequate
support available and despite the extraordinary efforts of many
service providers. Based on interviews with service providers from
the immigration, criminal justice and family justice systems this
book examines the barriers encountered by immigrant women as
they seek services and support, and identifies the key challenges
for these women as well as the struggles service organizations
experience in meeting their needs.

“How We Go Home confirms that we
all have stories. These stories teach us
history, morality, identity, connection,
empathy, understanding and selfawareness. We hear the stories of our ancestors and they tell us who we
are. We hear the stories of our heroes and they tell us what we can be.”
— Honourable Senator Murray Sinclair
Hear from Jasilyn Charger, who kickstarted a movement of Water
Protectors at Standing Rock; and Gladys Radek, whose niece’s
disappearance led her to become a family advocate for Canada’s
National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women
and Girls; and ten others whose stories are shaped by loss, injustice,
resilience and the struggle to share space with settler nations.
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Challenging the Right,
Augmenting the Left

The Socialist
Challenge Today

Recasting Leftist Imagination

Syriza, Corbyn, Sanders,
New Expanded Edition

Robert Latham, Julian von
Bargen, A.T. Kingsmith
& Niko Block, eds.
Paperback | 9781773632292 | $35.00
Digital formats | $34.99
272pp | Rights: World | 2020

What does the future hold for the
left? How does the left adapt to, and
prepare for, the crises of our time? In moments of crisis, it is always
important to rethink longstanding assumptions, jettison wishful
thinking and dated ideas, and recover wisdom from the past. This
collection advances a diversity of approaches to strategize for the
work that awaits us in the 2020s, particularly in the struggle against
capitalism, climate change and the far right.
This book provides suggestions for working with popular
disaffection, taking the rich, fragmented, conflicted history of
refusals and defeats as a starting point for next steps in the struggle
against capitalism and the far right.

Blood and Money
War, Slavery, Finance,
and the State

Leo Panitch & Sam Gindin
with Stephen Maher
Paperback only | 9781773632810 | $22.00
96pp | Rights: Canada only | 2020

This book addresses the challenges
facing socialists and the recent shift
from protest to politics. It examines
the limits and possibilities for class, party and state transformation
and the democratic and socialist insurgencies inside the Labour
Party in Britain and the Democratic Party in the USA.
There is a new will to build the power, cohesion and capacities of
the working class and to struggle for broader and deeper reforms.
New socialist movements know that they must offer systematic
political education to realize their great potential and to overcome
the barriers they face.The authors provide essential historical and
theoretical perspectives and stress the need for renewing workingclass politics through new kinds of socialist parties.

Ideology Over
Economics
P3s in an Age of Austerity

David McNally

John Loxley

Paperback | 9781773632735 | $27.00
Digital formats | $26.99
320pp | Rights: Canada only | 2020

Paperback | 9781773631929 | $28.00
Digital formats | $27.99
268pp | Rights: World | 2020

“David McNally’s new book makes
an important contribution to the
growing critical literature on such
basic components of contemporary
capitalism as markets and money. His
historical perspective makes the contribution especially insightful.”
— Richard D. Wolff, author of Democracy at Work
“At the heart of the book lies a crucial argument about the pivotal role
of war finance in the emergence of modern banking, carefully laid out
both in McNally’s superlative chapter on the early decades of the Bank
of England and in the synopsis of American capitalism. These chapters
alone should make the book indispensable reading for anyone seriously
interested in the longer-term sources of modern capitalism.”
— Jairus Banaji, author of A Brief Hsitory of Commercial Capitalism

Economist and P3 expert John
Loxley examines the expansion
of P3s following the 2008 global
financial crisis, after which
corporate bailouts and austerity
budgets became the new normal. Governments responded to the
state-manufactured fiscal crisis by expanding financial resources for
P3s, using the rationale of lower costs, reduced risks and higherquality services. Loxley shows that the opposite is true: citizens end
up footing higher bills and lining corporate bank accounts while
receiving inferior services.
Loxley concludes that P3s do not achieve any of the promised goals
and argues that their expansion owes more to ideology than to a
rational evaluation of their benefits.
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Restless Ideas

Everyday Violence
in the Lives of Youth

Contemporary Social Theory
in an Anxious Age

Speaking Out and Pushing Back

Tony Simmons

Helene Berman, Catherine
Richardson, Kate Elliott &
Eugenia Canas, eds.

Paperback | 9781773630953 | $65.00
Digital formats | $64.99
590pp | Rights: World | 2020
(Short Discount Only)

Tony Simmons gives readers
a guided tour of major social
theories from the mid-20th to the
early 21st century. Using dynamic
examples, Simmons illustrates how these theories can deepen our
understanding of current events and our own life experiences. The
emergence of demagogic political leaders like Donald Trump, the
rise of terrorism and political populism and the underlying causes of
Brexit are only some of the current social issues that can be framed
through contemporary social theories. Queer theory, feminist
standpoint and intersectional theory and critical race theory can
help us understand gendered, sexual, racial and ethnic politics.

Paperback | 9781773631035 | $25.00
Digital formats | $24.99
248pp | Rights: World | 2020

Though interpersonal violence is
widely studied, much less has been
done to understand structural violence, the often-invisible patterns
of inequality that reproduce social relations of exclusion and
marginalization through ideologies, policies, stigmas and discourses
attendant to gender, race, class and other markers of social identity.
Working with Indigenous, queer, immigrant and homeless youth
across Canada, this youth-based participatory action research
project used art to explore the many ways that structural violence
harms youth. However, recognizing that youth are not merely
victims, Everyday Violence in the Lives of Youth also examines the
various ways youth respond to and resist this violence to preserve
their dignity, well-being and inclusion in society.

Critical Perspectives
on Social Control
and Social Regulation
in Canada

ohpikinâwasowin /
Growing a Child
Implementing Indigenous Ways of
Knowing with Indigenous Families

Mitch D. Daschuk, Carolyn
Brooks & James F. Popham, eds.

Leona Makokis, Ralph Bodor,
Avery Calhoun &
Stephanie Tyler, eds.

Paperback | 9781773631196 | $65.00
Digital formats | $64.99
512pp | Rights: World | 2020
(Short Discount Only)

Paperback | 9781773632278 | $30.00
Digital formats | $29.99
286pp | Rights: World | 2020

This textbook introduces readers
to theories and critiques of traditional approaches to deviance and
conformity. Using vivid and timely examples of contemporary
social regulation and control, the authors bring to life how forces
of social control and marginalization interact with social media,
sex work, immigration, anti-colonialism, digital surveillance, social
movements and much more. Theories and critiques are clarified
with summaries, definitions, rich illustrative examples, discussion
questions, recommended resources and test banks for instructors.

Child welfare for Indigenous
Peoples must be informed and guided by Indigenous practices
and understandings. Privileging the iyiniw universe leads to
reinvigorating traditional knowledges, practices and ceremonies
related to children and families that have existed for centuries. This
book describes wisdom-seeking journeys and service-provision
changes that occurred in Treaty 6, 7 and 8 Territories on Turtle
Island. Many of the teachings are nehiyaw (Cree), and some are from
the Blackfoot and Métis Peoples. The collection offers decolonized
alternatives for Canada’s current child welfare system.
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More Powerful Together

Finding Our Niche

Conversations with Climate
Activists and Indigenous
Land Defenders

Toward a Restorative
Human Ecology

Jen Gobby
Paperback | 9781773632261 | $26.00
Digital formats | $25.99
250pp | Rights: World | 2020

How can social movements more
effectively and more powerfully
drive the systemic, structural
change that the climate change and inequality crises are demanding?
This is the question Jen Gobby sets out to answer in More Powerful
Together. As an activist, Gobby has been actively involved with
climate justice, anti-pipeline and Indigenous land defence
movements in Canada for many years. As a researcher, she sat down
with folks from these movements and asked them to reflect on their
experiences with movement building. Bringing their incredibly
poignant insights into dialogue with scholarly and activist literature
on transformation, Gobby weaves together a powerful story about
how change happens.

Philip A. Loring
Paperback | 9781773632872 | $27.00
Digital formats | $26.99
224pp | Rights: World | 2020

“Finding Our Niche is an important
read for anybody seeking to understand
the root causes of escalating and
converging global environmental and
social crises. The unflinching analysis
of our collective predicament is an integral part of a deeply personal and
highly engaging narrative of Loring’s quest to reimagine our links with the
places we inhabit, relationships with the original stewards of those places
and the inextricable links to all our relations.”
— Gleb Raygorodetsky, author of The Archipelago of Hope
In a moment when our world is hanging in the balance, Finding Our
Niche is a hopeful exploration of humanity’s place in the natural
world, one that focuses on how we can heal our unique human
ecologies to achieve more sustainable and just societies.

About Canada:
Disability Rights

Identifying
as Arab in Canada

Second Edition

A Century of Immigration History

Deborah Stienstra

Houda Asal
Translated by Mary Foster

Paperback | 9781773632551 | $18.00
Digital formats | $17.99
Audio | $17.99
168pp | Rights: World | 2020
About Canada Series

Deborah Stienstra explores the
historical and current experiences of people with disabilities in
Canada, as well as the policy and advocacy responses to these
experiences. Stienstra demonstrates that disability rights enable
people with disabilities to make decisions about their life and
future, claim rights on their own behalf and participate actively in
all areas of Canadian society. Exploring critical areas like education,
employment, transportation, telecommunications and health care,
she identifies new approaches and practices, such as universal
design, disability supports and income supports, that can transform
Canada to be inclusive for everyone.

Paperback | 9781773632452 | $28.00
Digital formats | $27.99
240pp | Rights: English World | 2020

“With rigorous research and a
gripping narrative, this book comes
to shatter many preconceived ideas
and orientalist views about ‘Arabs,’ all in a constructive, historical and
critical way.”
— Monia Mazigh, author and human rights advocate
Houda Asal explores the migration from the Middle East to Canada
from the late nineteenth century through the 1970s. Using archival
research, media analysis, laws, statistics and interviews, Asal offers
a thorough examination of the institutions these migrants and their
descendants have built and the various ways they have expressed
their identity and organized their religious, social and political lives.
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NOlympians

Bit Tyrants

Inside the Fight Against Capitalist
Mega-Sports in Los Angeles,
Tokyo and Beyond

The Political Economy
of Silicon Valley
Rob Larson

Jules Boykoff
Paperback | 9781773632766 | $24.00
Digital formats | $23.99
208pp | Rights: World | 2020

“The need for critical writing about
the Olympics has never been more
important and no one does it more
effectively.”
— Dave Zirin, The Nation
In NOlympians, political scientist and former member of the US
Olympic soccer team Jules Boykoff investigates the global rise of
anti-Olympics activism and the declining popularity of hosting the
Games. The Olympics were once buoyed by myths of luminous
prosperity and upticks in tourism and jobs, but it’s clear that the
Olympics have transmogrified into a political-economic juggernaut
that arrives with displacement, expanded policing and antidemocratic backroom deals.

Paperback | 9781773632704 | $25.00
328pp | Rights: Canada only | 2020

“Highly informed, lively and readable,
this is a badly needed study of the
giant high tech corporations that
increasingly dominate the means
of work and social interaction….
Beyond exposing the nature of this
awesome and threatening system, Larson goes on to outline how it
can, and should, be brought under popular control. A most valuable
contribution to understanding and guide to action.”
— Noam Chomsky
As Silicon Valley rises to become co-dominant with Wall Street in
the halls of corporate power, this book playfully dissects the tech
monopolies with humour and a plan to secure our privacy and
expand our freedom — by socializing the Big Tech platforms.

Beyond Digital
Capitalism

In Defense of
Julian Assange

New Ways of Living

Tariq Ali
& Margaret Kunstler, eds.

Socialist Register 2021
Leo Panitch & Greg Albo, eds.
Paperback only | 9781773632971 | $36.00
320pp | Rights: Canada only | 2020

How to live with the new
technologies? Essays in the fiftyseventh Socialist Register reveal
the contradictions and dislocations of technological change in
the twenty-first century. And they explore alternative ways of
living: from AI to the arts, from transportation to fashion, from
environmental science to economic planning.

Paperback | 9781773632650 | $29.00
452pp | Rights: Canada only | 2020

“I think the prosecution of Assange
would be a very, very bad precedent
for publishers … from everything
I know, he’s in a classic publisher’s
position and I think the law would
have a very hard time drawing a distinction between the New York
Times and WikiLeaks.”
— David McCraw, lead lawyer for the New York Times
Distinguished contributors set out the story of Julian Assange and
WikiLeaks, the importance of their work and the dangers for us all
in the persecution they face. In Defense of Julian Assange is a vivid,
vital intervention into one of the most important political issues of
our day.
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Extractivisms: Politics, Economy and Ecology
Eduardo Gudynas
Paperback | 9781773631769 | $20.00 | 172pp | Rights: Canada & US only | 2020
Critical Development Studies Series

Nature and communities in the global South are being overwhelmed at a shocking rate due to ventures
such as large-scale open-pit mining, oil extraction in tropical areas and the spread of monocultures. These
and other such forms of natural resource appropriation are known as extractivisms. This introductory
book adopts an interdisciplinary and critical perspective, incorporating contributions from economics,
politics, ecology and more. Eduardo Gudnyas explores negative local impacts, along with spillover effects
that redefine democracy and justice. Significantly, presented for the first time in English is a comprehensive
overview of the theoretical innovations being discussed in the South, such as the distinction between
appropriation and production modes, a redefinition of surplus to include social and economic features
and new understandings on conflict dynamics. Gudynas discusses the Latin American peculiarities of
extractivisms, making clear that it has very deep roots in culture and ideologies.

The Political Economy of Agrarian Extractivism: Lessons from Bolivia
Ben M. McKay
Paperback | 9781773632537 | $20.00 | 172pp | Rights: Canada & US only | 2020
Critical Development Studies Series

Around the world, plantation economies are on the rise. Increasing concerns over food, energy and
financial security, combined with a geopolitical restructuring of the global agrofood system, have resulted
in a rush to secure control over resources. New actors and forms of capital penetration have entered the
countryside, transforming the forms and relations of production, property and power. This book analyzes
how the Bolivian countryside is transformed by the development and expansion of the soy complex
and reveals the extractive dynamics of capitalist industrial agriculture, while also challenging dominant
discourses legitimating this model as a means to achieve inclusive and sustainable rural development. Ben
McKay finds that within the context of Bolivia’s first Indigenous president, Evo Morales, and the Movement
Towards Socialism, fundamental contradictions abound.

Agriculture and the Generation Problem
Ben White
Paperback | 9781773631677 | $19.00 | 160pp | Rights: Canada & US only | 2020
Agrarian Change and Peasant Studies Series

“What will happen to tens of millions of rural youth in Asia and Africa who can’t march off to the city to find jobs,
but whose pathways into productive farming futures are blocked? Ben White brings a wealth of insight, conceptual
clarity and empirical depth to this urgent question. Highly recommended.”
— Tania Li, University of Toronto
Young rural men and women who would like to farm are confronted by the narrowing and sometimes
complete closure of access to land, along with other barriers to their entry into farming. This unique
exploration of relations between the generations examines the dynamics of the transfer of agrarian
resources between the generations and argues that we must take generational relations seriously if we
are to understand the future of farming and the fate of future generations in rural areas.
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